THE FIRST International

Sculpture SLlmposium

OF NORTH AMERICA
Art Center of Mount Royal, June 23 to August 15, 1964
"In the studio, the sculptor is alone and can only make objects. We all dream of creating huge works, but we no longer have the means. The
symposium resolves all communication problems. By bringing together a dozen sculptors from all over the world in a two-month period,
communication among the artists is made possible. By letting them work under the open sky, on the site where the works will remain, the
symposium invites sculptors to communicate with nature, to create works on a human scale."
Robert Roussil, sculptor
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ELOUL KOSSO,
Optimax,

1964. Limestone

and concrete. Height:

2.94 m

Eloul Kosso (1920-1996), representing Israel, moved into Smith House, at the time an art centre and dormitory for the sculptors, when his block of limestone was delivered. He worked from a model that he had
created before beginning his sculpture. Once he had finished, he wanted to title the work Parti pris (Bias)
or Separatisme (Separatism), but was dissuaded by the symposium's organisers. While its original title was
Optimax, the spectators at the symposium spontaneously nicknamed it The Sphinx. Originally, the triangle supporting the mass of rock was painted scarlet.
In 1964, Yves Robillard, cultural coordinator of the symposium, wrote, "for Kosso, mass is more important than volume. The feeling of the
weight of the stone is clearly affirmed by the mastery of volume, and by its texture. Kosso cuts very simple, direct and fairly geometric volumes, but of geometry mellowed both by the stone's imperfections and the texture that he is able to bring to the fore. Kosso dislikes chisel
work that unifies the texture [...J In the living stone, there is a search for the heart, sometimes through a triangular incision coming from one
of the sides of the stone toward the centre."
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